
Joann Sudibyo

Agile & Scrum/ Kanban

Methodologies 

Quality Test plans, Test scripts

creation, Test Strategies &

Coverages 

BDD, TDD, Smoke, Regression,

Integration, Sanity, Positive &

Negative Testing 

UI & API (SOAP/REST) Testing 

Cross-browser/Platform Testing 

End-to-end & Mobile-device

testing

Defect & Bug Tracking Report

User Stories Creation &

Documentation 

Manual & Automated Testing in:

Playwright, Cypress, Postman,

SQL, Git and API tests

experience

Key Summary Skills

Education

Sydney, Australia  2015 - 2018
Australia Catholic University, 

BACHELOR OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

Experience

Kinsta Hosting  Jan 23 - Present  

QUALITY TEST ANALYST / ENGINEER

Detailed orientation in testing and identifying test scope, test

planning, managing test execution, reporting metrics and

tracking bugs

Demonstrated proficiency in designing, maintaining, and

executing test cases using the Playwright automation tool

Developing test cases using BDD approach based on the user

stories provided within the sprint using a web-based test

management tool 

Proficient in documenting and effectively communicating all

test-related findings to the team

Conducted thorough manual testing of web pages and

various devices using BrowserStack, ensuring optimal cross-

browser and cross-device compatibility

Ezycollect Fintech   Jan ‘21 - Dec ’21

QUALITY TEST ANALYST / ENGINEER

Contributed to the QA team's transition from manual testing

to Cypress automation

Managed the comprehensive coordination of end-to-end

testing processes, formulating test plans, and overseeing their

execution through to production release

Worked with cross-functional teams to define comprehensive

test strategies and plans, ensuring alignment with project

objectives and industry standards

Conducted extensive training sessions for the QA team,

facilitating a smooth transition to a new testing tool

Elmo HR Software   Jan ‘22 - Dec ‘22 

PRODUCT QUALITY ANALYST

Provided the final sign-off for both QA and production testing

phases, ensuring product quality and readiness for release

Provided documentation for all issues, release plans, product

workflows, and test scripts, for reference and issue resolution

Conducted internal training sessions for the team to ensure a

seamless integration of new feature capabilities, resulting in

improved overall efficiency

Played an active role in creating and prioritising the product

backlog and roadmap, ensuring alignment with the product

vision and strategic goals

3P Learning Edtech   April ‘15 - Dec ‘20

SOFTWARE TEST ANALYST

Experienced in thorough manual testing across various web  

platforms and devices, ensuring comprehensive test coverage

and the delivery of high-quality software

Experienced in creating and executing SOAP/ REST automated

tests with Postman in Javascript

Experienced in working with mySQL database and Tableau

Executed all levels of testing such as functional, regression and

user acceptance testing

Summary
Highly dedicated and extensive

experience in testing Web, API, and

mobile applications within diverse

technological domains. 

Proficient in agile methodologies and in

various testing tools, including Cypress,

Playwright, and Postman, to ensure

comprehensive testing coverage. 

Skilled in test planning, execution, and

defect tracking. 

An adept communicator who efficiently

documents and conveys test-related

findings to enhance product quality.


